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FREEBOOTERS OF THE AIR

Typhoon and Mosquito pilots are the freebooters of the Allied Expeditionary Air

Force, Their task is to range far over north and central France pouncing on any air-

craft they may encounter, or diving to gun the Luftwaffe bases.

They already have an impressive record. There was a time when train-busting was a

routine task for our cannon-armed fighters, and they did great damage. More recently,

Lt has been felt that attacks on aircraft would pay better dividends for the war effort*

So a new phase began in the ever-changing war in the air.

These attacks on flying or grounded aircraft have a dual purpose - attrition of

the Luftwaffe strength and what our pilots now call "morale-busting*" They believe that

norale suffers severely among enemy pilots when, waiting to take off from airfields

hundreds of miles from Britain, they see an airborne colleague sent crashing in flames.*

Paris - even the centre of the city - has seen the Typhoon in action, whiles air-

fields more than 300 miles from the Channel coast hove been put into confusion by the

sudden appearance of Mosquitos.

Most colourful of recent Mosquito adventures was the destruction of a Heinker

five-engined, two-tailed glider tug and the two Gotha gliders it was towing, 100 miles

to the south of Paris, Two R.C.A.F, Mosquitos did the damage.

Mosquito trips of more than 1,000 miles are not uncommon -as though German aircraft

crossed our coast at Portsmouth to fight an air "battle over the Scottish border, tne

contrast with the infrequent penetrations of a few miles, which is all the Germans

achieve in daylight, is striking.

An American and three Canadians recently flew a pair of Mosquitos to raid air-

fields near Strasbourg, close to the Swiss frontier, destroyed three German aircraft in

the air, left four blazing on the ground and riddled 13 more with cannon-fire. To get

this extraordinary bag, probably the greatest number ever claimed by a pair of fighters,

■ hey flew at tree-top level for more than five hours.

/Typhoons



Typhoons have become the terror of the Luftwaffe at bases in the heart of Prance.

Once, our pilots flew round the Eiffel Tower during a chase of enemy aircraft. On

another occasion, a Yorkshire wing-commander‘ came out of a snow-cloud over Paris and,

as he put it later, found himself "whipping past the Arc de Triomphe at just above the

roof tops." This was in an operation which cost the enemy six aircraft destroyed in

the air.

Sometimes, the Typhoons cannot find any aircraft, and take other military targets.

In a recent sortie, for instance, after destroying two Ju.88s over the Low Countries,

Typhoon pilots turned to ground targets. Hero is what they hit:- hangars at an air-

field; dispersal huts and parked aircraft; German officers hiding in the entrance to

what one of our pilots judged to be their mess; coasters, barges, tugs, and a drifter

among coastal shipping off the Butch Islands.

But the .shooting is not all on our side. The Typhoons and Mosquitos fly at such

low level that even machine-guns can reach them, while other fire is often intense and

accurate. The score-sheet, however, remains heavily in our favour.

The loss In aircraft to the Germans is serious, but the chief value of these long-

range flights is perhaps that, even hundreds of miles from British bases, the Luftwaffe

pilot must fly and train with one eye always open, so to speak, for the Allied fighter

on his tail.
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